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Recalibrating the ScienceMedia Conversation

OpEd

Jacob Berkowitz, Writer in Residence, ISSP
Whether it's at the annual AAAS conference or a small scientific
symposium, there's a long tradition of including a (sometimes token)
panel discussion or presentation about science and the media. For
many attendees, this is a good time to get a coffee and
check emails.
This reach for the caffeine isn't because attendees aren't interested in the topic, but often
because they've heard it all before. The mantra goes: Scientists' are poor communicators;
journalists' sensationalize and get facts wrong. The solutions: We need to train scientists to
better communicate, and increase journalists' science literacy.
There's validity to these points. The problem is they're the surface of an understanding that
might move the sciencemedia conversation into new and more engaging territory.
The sciencemedia conversation is stuck. To get it moving again requires shifting from a
mechanistic discussion to one grounded in crosscultural analysis and understanding.
At the recent ISSP Science and Society 2013: Emerging Agendas for Citizens and the Sciences
symposium broadcaster and Science and the Media panelist Jay Ingram emphasized that
while traditional media training is important (ex. how answer interview questions...) it's not
enough. More importantly, it's not the core of the issue.
He noted that the challenge in public science communication isn't about conveying more

scientific facts or increasing science literacy. The challenge lies in addressing cultural and
psychological differences among those who have a science message and the diverse
audiences that message is reaching.
In many ways this is heresy to scientists who are more comfortable hammering away at facts,
for example the tons of carbon dioxide in your carbon footprint.
Read the full text here.

Tier 2 CRC in History of Science and Technology Policy
The University of Ottawa and the ISSP invite applications for a
Tier 2 Canada Research Chair (CRC) in history of science and
technology policy.
Preference will be given to researchers working on innovation and Canadian policies in a
global context from an historical perspective.

ISSP Distinguished Speaker: The Hon. Konrad W. von Finckenstein
Canada's existing legislative and institutional frameworks
and competition policies: Is there a need for reform in
light of the digital revolution?
The Hon. Konrad W. von Finckenstein, Q.C.
Arbitrator and Mediator, JAMS
Thursday, January 23, 5:00  6:00 p.m.
Faculty of Social Sciences Building, University of Ottawa
120 University Private, Room 4007
Free. In English.
Reception to follow talk.
The Hon. Konrad W. von Finckenstein will reflect on the regulatory and governance
challenges fostered by rapid technological innovation, including whether Canada's existing
legislative frameworks and competition policies are up to the task of encouraging and
promoting innovation in its broadcasting and telecommunications systems.
Register today!

Launched! Canadian Science Councils Archive

The ISSP has virtually archived published studies and reports by
two core institutions in the history of Canadian science policy,
the Science Council of Canada (19661992) and the Council of
Science and Technology Advisors (19962007).
The aim of the Canadian Science Councils Archive is to ensure that these reports are
accessible to the public and that they continue their contribution to public debate on
science policy in Canada.
Visit www.sciencecouncils.ca to view the reports.

Professor Rocci Luppicini Crossappointed with the ISSP
Rocci Luppicini is an Associate Professor in the Department of
Communications at the University of Ottawa. The crossappointment
solidifies Rocci's relationship with the ISSP, which began with his
membership as an ISSP Affiliate.
Dr. Luppicini is also EditorinChief of the International Journal of
Technoethics.

3rd International Gender Summit
Catherine Mavriplis, ISSP Affiliate and NSERC/Pratt & Whitney Canada Chair
for Women in Science Engineering for Ontario participated in the 3rd
International Gender Summit. Participants included key leaders and policy
makers in STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics).
According to the Summit's organizers and participants, despite the progress
made in the past to facilitate and make careers in STEM available to women,
they are still underrepresented. Women are essential to increasing the pool of
talent and bring an element of diversity into these fields. By focusing on
several aspects of gender equality and diversity, the summit was able to
develop a series of recommendations.
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